
Praise for Sub Verse Workshop

Dense with eros, Sub Verse Workshop courses through the body—
through various bodies, in various relationships to each other—
until becoming one itself. Giancarlo Huapaya relentlessly pushes 
language past the confines of convention: he is a poet for whom 
poetry is ultimately the evolution of language. Ilana Dann Luna’s 
genius extends that gift into the English language, pushing it further 
still. Her translation is not a rendering of an established text but an 
extension—a subversion—of a text whose very nature insists on its 
reinvention and renewal. Like the Peruvian innovators that precede 
him, from Oquendo de Amat to Eielson, Vallejo to Varela, Huapaya 
belongs to a rich tradition while remaining utterly his own. 

—David Shook, author of Our Obsidian Tongues, and translator 
of Jorge E. Eielson´s Room in Rome

Through the most active forms of conceiving of bodily politics—
systematically restricted by its binaries—Giancarlo Huapaya’s 
postporno book, proposes a revolt beginning with the dynamic 
textual agitations that subvert the centrality of normative and 
monographic bodies. Organs open to radiances that extend into 
prosthesis that write in pluralistic camps, the nest of the distended 
organic in its specular syntax and imaginaries are reprocessed to open 
landscapes that illuminate and defeat the canonical and colonial text 
of sexual order. 

—Carmen Berenguer, author of My Lai

Giancarlo Huapaya’s Sub Verse Workshop is positioned in an inflection 
point between the rhetoric of a manifesto, the argumentation of an 
essay and the illogic of a poem. This singular mix would seem radically 
opposed to any heavy literarity, and in fact, seeks its language on the 
outskirts of a conceptual metafilmic postporno in which performers, 
suddenly, begin to moan elaborate political formulations on the very 
act they are embodying in order to tell us that that’s, in fact, life. 

—Juan José Rodinás, Casa de las Américas Prize, and author of 
Koan Underwater



Antonin Artaud once remarked that his “Theatre of Cruelty” was 
created in order to restore to the theatre a passionate and convulsive 
conception of life, and in that sense a violent rigor and extreme 
condensation of scenic elements must be understood as a severe 
moral purity which is not afraid to pay life the price it must be paid. 
This aesthetic attitude I think captures Giancarlo Huapaya’s spirit 
perfectly. Huapaya’s psychic excretive driven poetics mashes up the 
raw human reach for Life with the divination of machinic souls we 
too politely call Science. Sub Verse Workshop is a delightfully frightful 
read, a scintillating exploration of how Late Capitalist informatic 
waste need not be merely contained and managed, but how it can 
be projected out—and away towards a new Chronos of Human 
Possibility.  

—Rodrigo Toscano, author of Collapsible Poetics Theater

Sub Verse Workshop unfurls, silky, before our eyes, like an invitation or 
instructions for how to create and unmake a tongue and its corporeal 
and stereo-societal surroundings. In this workshop-laboratory altered 
possibilities are imagined against restrictions and conventions of a 
language thick with complex colonial systems, binaries, and terrible 
behaviorist schema, where mutation and deformation flourish.

—Maricela Guerrero, author of Kilimanjaro

The body as a confused certainty, from what’s fragmented, splintered. 
The body deprograms its corporality and continues in relation to 
the self and the others, through impasse, occupation, and sharing. 
Giancarlo Huapaya’s project through cultural construction redefines 
our relationships to other, an ever-changing process of construction, 
rather than an immovable or hereditary fact that remains static over 
time. The spaces of this “workshop” aim to activate otherness as a 
constitutive part of the subjects, othernesses that are expressed in the 
other-lives-in-me-us, and I-we-live-in-the-other. Sub Verse Workshop 
founds a genetic code and spreads it through a metapoetic in which 
“You should decide which gland you’ll chew upon donating one 
muscle to the other.”

—Paul Guillén, author of Historia secreta    
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In the framework of a heterocentric capitalist system, the 
body functions as a prosthesis totally at the service of sexual 
reproduction and the production of genital pleasure. The body 
is organized around one semantic-sexual axis that must be 
mechanically excited over and over again. Understood thus, 
sexual activity, whether hetero- or homosexual, is boring and 
deadly. The goal of this counter-sexual practice consists of 
learning to subvert one’s sexual organs and their biopolitical 
reactions.

Paul B. Preciado, Manifiesto contrasexual

The boundary is permeable between tool and myth, instrument 
and concept, historical systems of social relations and historical 
anatomies of possible bodies, including objects of knowledge. 
Indeed, myth and tool mutually constitute each other.

Donna Haraway, Cyborg Manifesto

Medium and migrant body / carnival body and mask body 
/ miseginated and miseginating body / corporal and not 
corporation / mimesis-symptom body / poesis-gestural body / 
chronic-body / chronical-body / my decentered western body.

Giuseppe Campuzano, Pinchajarawis  



If you don´t like the porn that´s out there, make porn that you 
do like.

Annie Sprinkle

Below, fasten the armpit cramp, so that by revolving-tree 
illusions, they turn and scrutinize the quagmire, searching for 
holes in the quake-shaken trunk?  

Néstor Perlongher, Aguas aéreas 
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A

Flex the luminous fan and wet the foot that simulates 
arrhythmia. Vibrate it and splash, the indelible ink will calm 
the inflammation of blood clots. Come back from the more 
festive side of your torsos and come together at random. If 
your weight allows, you can jump like this or turn around 
when they shake the silver substances on you.  Now sing and 
become a funnel, turn your eyelids inside out when you feel 
the knowledge in your hairs. Your answers will be self-portraits, 
don’t ignore what’s sliding down your thighs and what’s 
dripping from the light. Every construction will be supported 
by the betrayal of its means. While you mutate, exercise your 
bellybutton like a retina, don’t let it disappear because the 
dimensions and dynamics begin with seeing it. Now look at 
me and ask yourself what possibilities am I?

If you can define it, withdraw your inhalations and expel 
vibrations from their sadistic disguise. If not, you should 
keep me as a crude and inert extension and ask each animal 
its reason for hanging on to one of its gods. You’ll enjoy the 
spasms. You and you will be moved when comparing the poem 
to a post-porn flick, the rest of you will dress them up in the 
last performance that you rejected in private. Enunciate the 
singularity of flexibility, that’s what this festival is about. You 
can call it whatever you dream up, even if it is onomatopoetic. 

Once again, like a liturgical choir, compose with a computer 
according to your metempsychosis and transfer your heritable 
characteristics to me. I’ll stay lit up with cabaret LEDs and 
you all will slice pickles over your faces. Lie back down next 
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to an organic puddle, sink your tongue in and write with it: 
I’m a transplant, I’m a transfer, I’m a translation, and X. Alter 
the ozone and inflame the tube, that mask will give you lips 
and bug-eyes. Alter your hygiene, touch the poem before it 
dries and neutralize yourselves with each blink, this reversal 
will contribute to stylization therapy. All dilate now, and 
think about where dismantling would be best for yourself. 
The sexualized objects collect our activism and they rub up 
against learning. From this distance, you already know which 
underwear smells of multiplication.
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B

While this space makes noise

red is the winter and red snow illuminates the nodes sealing the 
suction cups when we attach the defibrillator, 

the order is defined by the temperature of one’s fingers. 

The ones hanging upside down will receive the shock in their 
oversized buttocks, 

pulse the foot like at first, 

the right-side-up ones will act as our swings.

The catheters will resist insertion and we’ll remember the 
psychiatrist’s trampling and the priest instilling in us the 
epicureanism of the Song of Songs, later we’ll realize that 
shibari is the diagnosis and the embellishment will be clear on 
your epidermis. 

You should decide which gland you’ll chew upon donating one 
muscle to the other. 

I’ll lend you my perineum. It’s about every flash being enjoyed 
in the rising

or levitating in its sacrifices,

the chorus comes out our ass.

It’s useless to deny the lesions.
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C

Turn the fantasy into the sacred host, and dressed in that corset 
make the most enthusiastic of the audience swallow it whole. 
The microphone will howl. All of you, visualize your passions: 
deaths and rewrites, the illegibility of your tongues, of your 
knots, redefine equilibriums to represent your crosses. With a 
brush in your mouth prick the things we inflate because of 
lucidity,

the do-re-mi of its symmetry,

its activation more than its subject area

that which is viral is spontaneous      a wrinkled donation

while they blow a mote in the eye      of the voyeur in the scene

             a passion play.

Seize the word wellbeing and make the most enthusiastic of the 
audience swallow it whole, make them clean their mouth and 
stop compulsively accepting drinks, 

slap his cheeks     until he visualizes his most threatening 
fantasies

barter cultures are—orgiastically—feathered.
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Giancarlo Huapaya (Lima, Peru) has published three collections 
of poetry: Taller Sub Verso (Sub Verse Workshop), Polisexual, and 
Estado y contemplación/Canción de canción se gana (State and 
contemplation/Song by song it´s won). His poems and translations 
have appeared in the anthologies 4M3R1C4 (Chile), Aguas 
Móviles (Peru), Cholos (Guatemala), OOMPH! (US), and in the 
journals Erizo (Mexico-US), Buenos Aires Poetry (Argentina), 
Poesía (Venezuela), Zunái (Brazil), Jacket2 (US), Anomaly (US), 
Tripwire (US), and Periódico de Poesía de la UNAM (México), 
among others. He is founder and editor of Cardboard House 
Press, a nonprofit publishing house for Latin American and 
Spanish literature-in-translation. As a curator of visual poetry, 
he has presented exhibitions at the Mission Cultural Center 
for Latino Arts in San Francisco and the University of Arizona 
Poetry Center in Tucson. As literary translator, he has translated 
into Spanish work by Muriel Rukeyser, C.D Wright, Susan 
Briante, Carmen Giménez Smith, and Alli Warren. 
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Ilana Luna is Associate professor of Latin American Studies 
and Spanish at Arizona State University. She holds a Ph.D. 
in Hispanic Languages and Literature from the University 
of California, Santa Barbara, with an additional emphasis in 
literary translation (2011). At ASU she teaches Latin American 
film, literature and Cultural Studies. 

Luna is a writer and translator of poetry and prose. You can 
find some of her recent creative work in Jacket2, Hostos Review, 
Askew, Four Chambers Press, Oomph!, Barzakh, Vice Versa, 
Contrapuntos, Hektoen International, and in her forthcoming 
novel, Just Like a Woman, at Orca Libros. She has translated 
books of poetry that include Juan José Rodinás’s Koan: 
Underwater (Cardboard House Press, 2018), and Judith 
Santopietro’s Tiawanaku: Poems from the Madre Coqa (Orca 
Libros, 2019). 

She is author of Adapting Gender: Mexican Feminisms from 
Literature to Film (SUNY Press, 2018) that considers the 
subversive potential of film adaptation of literary texts that 
intersect with feminist discourses in a neoliberal Mexico, and 
she is Director of Programming for Femme Revolution Film 
Fest in Mexico City. https://femmerevolutionfilmfest.com.
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